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THE SCIENCE OF
LAST THINGS
by JOSEPH WOOD
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'HEN an early Christian dropped into the catacombs for a chat he was more likely than not
to find some of his old cronies discussing the Last
Judgment, For fifteen hundred years after it had
ceased to be a common topic for small talk, theologians continued to discuss the subject, but during
the last century it has rather tended to drop out of
even theology, giving place to more cheerful and
less spectacular subjects. Now, however, Eschatology has come back into fashion. Wherever two
or three serious minds are gathered together, the
end of the world is pretty certain to be taken for
granted and the bolder spirits even set a date beyond which this rotten old .society of ours cannot
possibly continue to exist.
At first, of course, it was only the Capitalist
System whicli was damned. Soon, however, it began to be generally admitted that art, science, literature and philosophy—at least as we have known
them^^are also approaching their end, for the
simple reason that they are obviously unfit for the
New Day. Those who are sure that they arc saved
and who have their ceremonial smocks ready for
the great transformation scene rejoice—as it is only
nattiral that they should, but the remarkable thing
is the resignation of the damned. Minor poets,
amateur psychoanalyists, plain bourgeois decadents,
and, especially, the sons of the very rich, declare
mildly that it is Hound to Come! They do not see
themselves transmogrified into Workers; they admit that they would have a very slim time under the
new order even if they should happen to survive
its arrival; but who, they ask, are they, that they
should attempt to stand in the way of destiny—even
if they could?
When the Daily Worker assures them that tlici";
time has come they begin to look about for thoir
hats and their coats. The idea seems to be that they
are now ready to sacrifice themselves to the common good. They do not expect to reach the promised
land and they may even feel that it would not
promise much to them. But what are a few decadent
individuals in comparison with the glorious tomorrow? Within one generation at most the Planned
Society is to be fully functioning and a reconditioned generation, innocent of the Prpfit Motive, is
going to be supremely happy taking its Saturdays
off in some People's Park for Culture and Recreation.
Stranger things have happened. It may possibly
be that humanity will be more contented when it
has completely eliminated those maladjustments to
nature and society which are re.sponsible for what
we call Human Nature. But I wonder if the new
society is really going to emerge in all its perfection
quite so promptly as even the damned aecm ready
to suppose. Sometimes they compare the crisis to
that of the ancient world: We are the declining
Romans and the Communists are the barbarians
bringing rugged strength and the revivifying force
of a new faith. TTiey seem, however, to forget that
the new day announced by the collapse of Rome
was some fifteen hundred years away when the good
tidings were first spread. They seem to forget that
dawn did not follow directly upon twilight, that
what really came was the Dark Ages and a certain
very remarkably long Depression wliirh, as Mr.
Kej-nes once remarked, lasted six hundred years.
H
If history call it Dialectical Materialism if you
insist) teachci, anything, it teaches that you cannot
build a new society upon the fresh ruins of an old
one. You have to go through some gloomy period
of which, so it seems to me, the Russia of the
present day affords a good example. Surely conditions in that country do not much suggest the renaissance. But surely, on the other hand, the simple
dogmatisms prevalent there and the enthusiastic inquisitions at which poor heretics are examined on
the fine points of the Marxian faith, do suggest the
Middle Agc-s and do suggest, still further, that the
new vigor will require some centuries of mellowing
before it is ready to evolve even the Communist
paradise.
As for me—poor doomed Roman though, perhaps, I am—-I must confess that there are limits to
my readiness for immolation. I am not sure that I
should welcome chaos and old night, even if I were
certain that the very next generation would bless
me for my noble abnegation. But when it comes to
thinking hopefully of what the world will be like a
thousand years hence, I renege completely, and 1
do not propose to be a willing victim to the welfare
cf any great-to-the-tenth-power grandchildren.
After all, it is hardly likely that when Attila
made his descent, any Italian exclaimed, "Thank
God, the barbarians have begun to arrive at last! In
another one hundred and fifty years Theodoric will
be in charge and the Dark Ages will at least be
under way. In a thou.sand after that, the Renaissance will have commenced, and in another three
hundred or so, historians will begin to discover that
the fall of Rome was a blessing no more effectively
disguised than the greatest blessings are said usually
to be."
On the contrary, all noble Romans were probably thinking of their own necks when the sword
descended, and if they spared a moment to consider
Society it was.probably with a pang of regret for
all that was about to be destroyed. Perhaps the
Marxian desplsers of bourgeois culture will some
day begin to collect the fragments which happen to
have surrived them, even as the not-so-early Christians began to reassemble the bits of fagan culture.

But it may well be a century or two before they get
around to that.
Meanwhile the Worker has a lot to go through,
and we poor damned souls have no cause to be
especially complacent. It is even barely possible that
we are not as completely done for as some seem
ready to admit. We may, at least, take comfort in
the fact that Rome was some three or four hundred
years in the falling. But if we really are done for,
then we, along with a good many things associated
with us, are done for for a good long time to come.
Disinterested thought and individual freedom are
not coming back tomorrow. Perhaps they will in,
let us say,—after making due allowance for the
more rapid tempo of recent history—three hundred
years.

RAPE AND LYNCH
by ROBERT

WHlTCOMB

C1-VERAL years after the Negroes had awakened
*^ to their power and seized the Black Belt as
well as' other parts of the South, including New
Orleans, a white man had the temerity to rape a
Negress. At least, that is what th-i lynch gang, all
composed of angry Negroes, claimed be had done.
The white man denied it. He said the raping of
Negro girls had stopped as soon as the Negroes
seized power in the South. The Negro lynch gang
called him a liar and started to string him up. No,
the white man said, he was not a I'ar, and besides,
lynching was a white man's sport and he was surprised that Negroes participated in it.
This stopped the Negro lynch gang lor a split
second, but they were so angry that they could
not stop themselves, particulaily as they had just
got the Negro mayor of New Orleans to donate a
new rope. The mayor had said, Sure, I'll donate
a rope with the greatest of delight and with my
best personal wishes, but you boys must never
divulge the fact that I am the source of ropes for
Ihc necks of white men. At the words "white men"
the mayor spat with dis{;ust. The Negro lynch gang
was delighted with the new, strong rope and they
said, Sure, we'll keep it mum, Mr. Mayor, All
except one of the gang, who was rather quiet; he
was a big huiky Negro and he had been a leader
in the revolution back in 1933.
This quiet fellow piped up, in front of the
mayor and all, and he said, Yeah, mayor, you
shouldn't be entering into anything like this—you
know lynching is wrong. Sure, the mayor said, I
know it's wrong, but we ain't been killing enough
white men (spit) lately, so hop to it, boys. The
Negro l}'nch gang all yelled at these words, and
drowned out what the big husky quiet Negro was
saying, which was. Yeah, mayor, you forget all
the working-class white men who helped us back
in r933; Yeah, mayor, you forget the comrades of
the revolution who helped us to kill, wipe out and
deport the members of the Southern white ruling
class, the white bosses who ran the plantations and
the Birmingham steel mills, the Simon Legrees who
kept both poor whites and Negro slaves sharing
their crops; Yeah, mayor, you forget that white
workers helped us to finish Abraham Lincoln's job
—and here you are donating a rope for lynching;
Yeah, mayor, we can't be lynching white men just
because we are the ruling class. But the Negro
lynch gang was yelling so hard that nobody heard
the big quiet Negro who had been a leader back
in the revolution of 1933.
The lynching of the white man was taking
place under a telephone pole in the outskirts of
New Orleans. While they were on their way out
there the big quiet Negro had mounted a horse and
ridden away. The white man was uttering his last
protest, saying that he had never raped a Negro
girl in his life, when up rode the President of the
B'ack Belt, the hero of the revolution that every
Negro worshipped. The President was a small,
calm, black man. He stood up in the back of his
Rolls Royce, and he spoke to the Negro lynch
gang, and the immense sea of excited black faces.
Boys, the President said, take that tiew rope off
that white man's neck. And then the President
continued:
Boys, you know as well as I do that lynching
is wrong. I'm surprised at you, after all these years
of education. You know as well as I do that lyr'.ching is only for the immature minds of white bosses
who know no better. Now all the white bosses are
dead or driven out of our great Republic of the
Black Belt, and we need have lynching no more.
If this man raped a girl, white or bfack, he must
be tried in the courts of the Republic of the Black
Belt, and he must be given a fair trial, before a
jury of both whites and blacks. We must remember
our white brothers who work alongside of us in
our factories dnd on our farms, and we must treat
them as equals. We must put a stop to this Negro
chauvinism. A Negro is no better than a white man
—provided he is a worker—and so let this be the
last we ever hear of lynching in the Black Belt.
Then the President rode away, through the
tear-stained faces of his fellow Black Belters, and
a few weeks later the Mayor of New Orleans
printed a public apology in all the newspapers because he had donated the rope, and the white man
who was saved from lynching was sentenced to ten
years on the Black Belt model prison farm because
he had called lynching a white man's sport instead
of calling it a tool of the bosses.

INAUGURAL
by JOSEPH M. GOLLER
T ADIES and Gentlemen, it will now be our
^ pleasure to present to you over this network the
ceremonies attendant to the inauguration of President-Elect Franklin D. Roosevelt. This is station
WVyWW, your announcer is Harold Homer, who
is down here in Washington to tell you all about the
events of this very interesting day. We are very
well situated here, high above everything else, and
have an excellent view of what is before us. Crowds
of people are here in Washington to witness the
induction into office of President-Elect Franklin D.
Roosevelt. The grand stands are quite full, though
they are not completely full. There is a very large
crowd here now but many people are still coming in.
Most of the seats are now taken but a tew of them
are still empty.
On the other side is the platform on which our
next President, Franklin Delano Roosevelt, will take
the oath of office. There are not many seats on the
platform. There are only a few seats on the platform. Many people will not be seated on the platform. As a matter of fact there wi'l not be many
people on the platform when President-EIect Franklin D. Roosevelt takes the oath of office as the new
chief executive of these United States.
The events of today, which heretofore have run
along so smoothly, are now slowed up. In fact, they
are somewhat retarded It is because the events of
today, which had been running along so smoothly,
are now retarded that we have this slight delay in
the program. However, we hope that the delay will
not last long and that we shall soon v'ew that great
event which we are all awaiting—the inauguration
into office of President-Elect Franklin D. Roosevelt.
Neither Mr. Hoover nor Mr. Roosevelt, our
President-Elect, are as yet on the platform. They
are not yet in view. We have our eyes fixed on the
pillar, from behind which they should emerge. They
have not as yet emerged. It is evident that they are
having difficulty in emerging. There is a very large
crowd here and the aisle down which our PresidentElect, Franklin Delano Roosevelt, will have to come
is quite narrow. As a matter of fact the crowds are
pressing in on it and the police are having very great
difficulty in retaining any aisle whatsoever.
We now have a glimpse of our President-Elect,
Franklin D. Roosevelt, and President Herbert
Hoover. They are not yet coming down the aisle as
the aisle is now very congested. They are standing
beside the pillar, from which we said they would
emerge, waiting for the police to clear an aisle for
them. The two men seem to be chatting quite
amicably. They have begun to come down the aisle
but they are moving very slowly as the people are
crowding in all around our President-Elect, Franklin D. Roosevelt,
They have to stand there now while the police
clear the aisle some more. They are both smiling.
They seem to be enjoying themselves. They nod to
acquaintances and friends. The police have finally
cleared an aisle. Here they come! The people are
cheering our next President, President-Elect Franklin D. Roosevelt.
They are now approaching the platform. They
are ascending the platform. They are on the platform. The people are cheering Mr. Roosevelt, who
will be our next President. You will now be
switched over to the platform and our PresidentElect, Franklin D. Roosevelt.
II
Now that the crowds are cheering and the
varioMs people on the platform have shaken hands,
and Mr. Hoover is gone, Mr. Roosevelt, our new
President, is going. The crowd still cheers as our
new President, Franklin D. Roosevelt, and his party
make their way to their cars.
President Franklin D. Roosevelt and his party
are now seated in their cars and are slowly beginning to move off midst the cheers of the multitude. As the Presidential party is now moving out
of view I 'J\o -i turn you over to Martin Milton, who
is in an automobile immediately behind that of our
new President, Franklin D. Roosevelt.
Ill
This is Martin Milton speaking to you from the
automobile in which he is, and which is following
along right behind the car of our new President,
Franklin D. Roosevelt, as the Presidential party
wends its way to the White House. It is very nice
to know that Mr. Franklin D. Roosevelt has been
inducted into office and that we can now speak of
him as "President," and shall no longer have to
continue saying "President- Elect."
As we move slowly on our way to the \Vhite
House, the crowds are cheering our new President,
Franklin D. Roosevelt. All along the way it is very
interesting to note the great number of children
who are here. They are lined up in front of the
crowds that line the curbs. The crowds on the curbs
have evidently allowed the children to come to the
front. The children can see much better from
the front.
As we wend our way slowly to the White
House the crowds cheer the new President, Franklin D. Roosevelt, all the way. In acknowledgment
of the cheers President Roosevelt nods and smiles
to the people to the left, and to the right. Mrs.
Roosevelt, wife of our new President, Franklin D.
Roosevelt, keeps her v/hite kid-gloved hand high in
the air, waving to the left, and to the right. Her arm
does not seem to get tired.
We shall now turn you over to David Darling,
who is in a blimp up above the procession. We don't
know whether or not Mr. Darling will be able to
hear us but we shall signal him anyway. If he can

hear us, he will answer. If he can't hear us, we shall
know that that is the case, as he won't answer.
IV
This is Dav'd Darling speaking to you from
the blimp which is high above the procession in
which our new President, Franklin D, Roosevelt,
and his party are on their way to the White House,
It is rather windy up here and we cannot always see
the parade, though sometimes we do. When the
front end of the blimp is down we can see the
parade and your automobile, but when the front end
of the biimp is up, we can't see anything. It has been
so nice to be able to speak to you as we follow along
above the parade of our President, Franklin D.
Roosevelt.

Th'.s is Martin Milton speaking again from his
automobile which is following immediately behind
that of the new President, Franklin Delano Roosevelt. It was very nice to hear from you, Mr. Darling.
We are all very glad that you have had such a fine
view.
We are now approaching the White House and
the crowds are still cheering the President, Franklin
D, Roosevelt. He still nods to the crowds, a little
to the left and a little to the right. Mrs. Roosevelt
is still waving to the people, a little to the left and
a little to the right.
We have now lost sight of the Presidential car,
as it has entered the White IIou.se gates. The
crowds are cheering. We don't see the car yet but
we know where it should be entering. There is another drive to the left. Perhaps they will come in on
that one.
The municipal police are attempting to keep
order and facilitate tlie passage of President Roosevelt's car. We can't see the car yet. On one drive,
though, there are some mounted police. They don't
seem a bit excited. It's just another day's work
for them.
There is a break in the crowd I The President's
car is coming through! Our new President, Franklin D. Roosevelt, is driving in on the Treasury side
of the White House I

THE GRAPH OF THE
NEGRO DROPS
by ERNEST HOWARD CULBERTSQ^
A F E W years ago, owing to one of those usoaa.
* ^ lous quirks of public taste which seem to I
peculiarly indigenous to America, theatregoers and
devotees of the novel suddenly !>eg-in to evince
keen interest in the more serious aspects of Ne»,
character. Up to that time, chiefly because author
had had little or no incentive, there had been n
concerted attempt to interpret the Negro with jmdegree of fidelity. There was a widespread ani
fairly just feeling that the public was not era
remotely concerned with the more sombre phasn
of his life. Then, all at once, Jove nodded (or
mayhap Beelzebub), and heigho! the dance was on'
With prodigious industry writers began to turn out
tomes dealing with the Negro, publishers to publijV
them, and playwrights to grind out exhibits! vhich
were alleged to hold the mirror up to t!ic Xepro
soul (and his buttocks as veil), and theatricsl
managers to produce them. The public proceeded
to buy the books and, in many instances, to rush
to the theatre to see the plays.

Up rose several high priests of belles leltres
and literary soothsayers and declaimed to the wide
wide world that the Negro and his background
constituted material of ruirpassing importance to
the creative artist. Highbrows near and far'Vent
Negro" with a vengeance. A few enthusiasts in thr
hinterland took it upon themselves to declare that
the phenomenon "signalized the recnidcscencr ot
the primordial" and in their jejune ardor asserted
that the field should prove a mine of unexampled
richness for folk-drama and literature for eon;, to
come. They were prone to use such phrafes as
"Greek simplicity," "primitive . av/er," "freshness
of utispoiled child-men." They Si.:,gested th.it here
was a magnificent opportunity for delightfu' and
profitable
experimentation
in monochroniatic
nuances, and augured the bringing into being of
"microcosmic primordial types which would throw
into bas-relief effete Caucasian decadence—"' and
"canvases in which the artificialities, stupidities
and banalities of modern society might be set off
against the rich ochre of masterly Negroid fwrtraiture and imposing racial murals of prima!
strength, integrity, beauty and cosmic truth."
To one young lady it was to be a sort of going
back and digging down into and re-examining the
sub-strata of consciousness—an identifying and r^
by GEORGE JEAN NATHAN
appraising the' basic instincts and urges of mankind (as manifested in the lives of simple black
§1.
' T ' H A T it is dishonorable and ^'ishonest for a folk)—as it were, "an adventure in super-Freudian
••• foreign nation like France or a foreign city like racial exploration in terms of Neo-Qassicism."
Vienna to default on its debt to Americans, but
The ebullitions of some of the younger memthat it is not dishonorable or dishonest for a native bers of the critical fraternity during this period
state like Arkansas or a native city like Detroit to led one to believe that they had suddenly comt
default on its debt to Americans.
to look upon the Negro as the "white hope" of
literature.
§2.
That a foreign nation breaks its word of honor
II
when it declines to pay the American holders of its
bonds in gold, as it promised, but that it is merely
The wave or cycle which brought the Negro
a matter of economic necessity, and without any
relation to a word of honor, when the United States directly to the fore really made its advent with
the production of "The Emperor Jones," by
does the same thing.
O'Neill. During the next eight or nine years ther«
§3That bankers who have mishandled the funds followed a veritable galaxy of plays—some good,
of banks are crooks and must be sent to prison, but some indifferent and some unbelievably bad. Tht
that the heads of mortgage companies who have more notable were "All God's Chillun Got Wings,"
guaranteed billions of dollars worth of mortgages "Porgy," "Abraham's Bosom," "Lulu Belie,"
to their customers and have no money left to meet "Black Boy," "Harlem," and "Green Pastures."
the guarantees—or even to pay the relatively small
Novels such as "Nigger," by Clement Wood,
amount of interest—should be afforded the protec- "Nigger Heaven," by Carl Van Vechten, "Mamba's
tion of the law.
Daughters," by Dubose Heyward, "Black April"
and "Scarlet Sister Mary," by Julia Peterkin—along
§4.
That it is proper to recognize Hitler Germany, with an imposing list of others—^made their appearbut that it would be a mistake to recognize Stalin ance and achieved a measurable degree of popuRussia,
larity.
As is generally the case, a combination of
§5factors
was probably accountable for this evocation
That the hoarding by a ricli woman of $500,000
of
interest
in the more sombre phases of our Afroin gold fashioned into jewelry is permissible, but
American
brethren—some
imponderable and somf
that the hoarding of $500 in gold coin by a poor
not.
Very
likely
there
were
certain planetary inwoman is punishable by a fine of $10,000 and ten
fluences and inscrutable subterranean stirrings of
years in jail.
the collective mind. There also entered the elemen!
§6.
of novelty, for which the public is always so eager,
That Hitler's persecution of the Jews for a
together with the repercussions of the glowng
period of six months is odious, but that the various
tributes paid to a few of the excellent earlier plap
Russian czars' persecution of the Jews for a period
and novels of this period by that handful of eminent
of 200 years was nothing to get excited about.
critics who have rendered such yeoman service to
§7.
American literature and drama. Added to thest
That Germany's burning of the books of cele- came the yippings and yappings of the aforemenbrated writers is narrow-minded and despicable, but tioned high priests and critical gentry of the hinterthat the United States' barring from import of the land who, sensing what was afoot, eagerly leaped
books of celebrated writers is not.
on the bandwagon of popular acclaim.
§8.
Notwithstanding the fact that, for some definite
That for an American to be a pacifist in 1917 and logical reasons, this wave (or call it what yoo
was to be a traitor to his country, but that for an will) was not destined to last any great length of
American to be a pacifist in 1933 is to be a far- time, it was arresting and significant. First and foreseeing patil"*
most, it marked the emergence of the Negro info
the public arena as something more than a mere
§9.
That it is wrong for the Japanese today to use grinning, cake-walking, jazz-braying Simian, a""'
armed force to open up trade channels in Man- the discovery that there were elements of serioaS'
churia, but that it was a noble act for the United heart-stirring (as well as cerebral) appeal and inStates, in 1853, to use battleships to open up trade terest in bis c';aracter. And some poetry, too! «
also served perhaps to bring to the attention of»""
channels in Japan.
that the explosive laughter, the roistering gaiety. ^'
§10.
That it is unethical for a foreign government dancing and prancing, might hide a gnawing "^
to demand that Americans accept less than the full articulate anguish—or be the mask of a deep-ses'*"
amount of its war debt, but that it is ethical for the and inextinguishable rebellion of which the Nep
, .
United States government to demand that Amer- himself was not entirely conscious.
However,
I
feel
qtiite
certain
that
the
majontT
icans turn in their gold at a twenty per cent loss to
of writers who really knew the Negro, and ^^
themselves.
sincere with themselves, realized after they Wf"
§"•
out a play or a novel about him (and P<'S*''''y
That England's abandonment of the gold stan- fore) that he is primarily an objective fiP'/*T^J|
dard had the flavor of a sharp trick, but that the he presents artistic material which is linu**" ""^
United States' abandonment of the gold .standard not cveriy endowed with variety.
,-j
was an altruistic gesture toward the improvement of
The Negro has had no direct part in those f
the world's economic status.
<(Contimied0nPa9e3,C*ll)
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(Coiiliniicd from Page 2, Col. 5.)
.•;i—fliat interminable Calvarv of the human
, ,|„cf the (lawn of Western civilization
"'"' ,rcc of which the processes o^ creative evoluwrotipht Caucasian consciousness as we
ti„n I'-iw. it today. Upon this onr A fro-American can
' ],._,,v vicariously. A s the history of races goes
r • not far removed from his ethnic roots. l i e is
^'.111 ,,n>?'^t"ntially elemental being.
In the mawi. there is in his nature an inevitable
of. intellectual depth and subtlety and
powers of will, delicacies of feeling and
emotion. There is also an absence of a
Itcpory of pusillanimities, vanitleji, stupid' f c , . r conceits and brutalities, inhumanities and
iilitics, which it seems the lot of higher civiliza; „ to hret'd in some of its men and women. This
,; ',j.j.j|-|(;i| whole comprises the gorgeous, infinitely
• rd ami fluid f-ibric out of which genius and
'lent in every aire have fashioned characters of
liwcrinc stature, beauty, truth, imaginative appeal
iflfl fvnil'olic significance to the endless enrichment
„! literature and drama.

by T. SW'ANN
C \ ' O L U T I O N , to begin with, is a fiction. It is a
postulated theory founded upon very few facts
when compared with a theory like that of modem
genetics. Yet this fiction greatly agitated dogmatically religious people, probably because it was
surreptitiously
impregnated
with
materialistic
ph'losophy. Oddly enough, the much more important and far better founded fictions of genetics were
started on their way by a rronk to whom the church
was from the very start not inhospitable. The man
in the street has revolted against the fictions and hypotheses of evolution; those of genetics, while far
more destructive of his most clierished beliefs,
have left him cold. Yet the idea of evolution is so
old that Egyptian mythology represented man as
half animal and that many primitive tribes and
ancient civilized thinkers had utilized and rather
extensively elaborated it.

Ill
\\ lien OIK' lias rendered a character, or group of
II -ir'i'r^: in emotional relationships and' conflictB,.!mliri;n I'lv lull i;aiiuil of .111 those turbid prinii,;,,. (i:iritiiin.' which surge in tlie Xci:ro bosom, and
;,,,; (ji Tie nilif|!'. to justice to a small assortment of
..,,j^|j„^.,li()m('l\ virtues, one is conscious of having
.^jfj alioif all there is to say so far as the Negro is
(Mi'ci rnul as .inindividiial—that is, as a human proi.tvpc. Those niiotions—hist, hate, revenge, love,
inter, fear, passion—might be said to constitute the
"primary colors of emotion."
r.mcy the difTiciillies and limited scope of a
fiiitir (('ulil>ts '.xcepted) whose niajnr efforts,
Kliiirarily or otherwise, wcTt preponderantly con(idt'l to Hie use of primary colors! In dealing with
\hr Ncprf), a writer is confronted by much the
•imf prohlcm For one who has artistic and inter(ceiive infrRrity at heart, it is out of the question to
•j?c shadi'S or gradations of these primal emotions,
for tlic reason that the lives.of Negroes—which arc
r.ui.illy typical or representative and lend themjflvcs at once to cfTective exploitation in the theatre
md on the printed page—are uniformly replete with
emotional hyperbole.
As we know, by exercise of skill .md ingenuity
a writer has evolved a Negro play or novel of
oitstanding quality, and then found it a sterile
ii'l prncfirally impossible task to go on creating
'h'TS which would approach it in originality and
\i;,ility by the employment o{ the self-same prin. .r\ colors. The more discerning critics and discriminating rea<lers and theatregoers sensed this
iurinc the earlier years of Negro ascendency, and
(.PLC lluir short-lived interest.
i\s a number of a child-race—an alien race—
s'iKht in the phantasmagoria of Western civiliza'ipn, sfruggling in the main for bare economic cxistcnc, prodded by the' fates info an all-too-speedy
nolition, laboring manfully to achieve some of the
white man's moral and social standards, the creaiire of forces and circumstances of which he has
irtle or no untlerstanding, and over which no conicfii. tlic Xcgro is assuredly a tragic figi;re.
As such, he offers themes wh'-h are naturally
tti'.' marrow of tragedy—^themes ir .vhich phases of
lis ps}djology arc necessarily su^ordinated to the
uctors and influences ordering his destiny. They
•ire few, however, because he is one of a great ageripition of human beings on substantially the same
'ftciil and economic plane. The problem of the iniRvidiial may vary greatly in acuteness and in the
suS'^riiiR occasioned, but not to any extent in kind.
As a subject of folk plays—though several
N'lrro folk plays of merit have been contributed to
ilic native folk-drama of America—he cannot hope
to fnnk with the peasantry of Ireland, England or
'if f-nntineritar Kurope. He is (as an Afro-Amer"11 tar itKt young—and is without the traditions,
I'll Afahh of saga, legend and poesy that are their
I" ritrif;i-. Spirituals he has given us. Some of them
're l).niitiful and moving and bespeak, as nothing
'1^" in his life does, his barbaric origin. But unless
iliiy are used with great discrimination and taste
'"id >parin!i;ly—they soon grow wearisome.
I Iiave an idea that the majority of people who
V I'lKiriitt tlR. pl.iys and bought the novels treating
'' the Xtgro during the recent notable interlude
»^'rc rially caught and held by the element of nov"'ty. When this was spent, they quickly lost interest.
Ill' great body of Americans—the teeming millions
- htver have had and never will have any more
•prions interest in the Negro as an individual, the
•'•'qro proldern, or genuine attempts to interpret
li'm artistically, than they have in the Eskimo—
ftf,\My not as much.

DRAMATIC ART A LA
HOLLYWOOD
^'"te in the Neiv York Times:
'V gytations of the star in a role that mark* a de['"""•'' ffom nearly everything attempted by her have
'*n I'lio'ographcd ttirougK a new device of William
.'»mtr(in Mcniics. Moving in three directions, two of
'"fni «imu1laneously, the device makes possible a new
•"iirtc ;n filming big scenes. A giant perambulator elevator,
f":'taini)i(f a capcd camera platform, was built. The peram^Uot b.nn(f» from a rail attached to the ceiling of one
'' ttip pant stages. The perambulator nioves in either a
"niirht line or a semi-circle as desired, and the elevator
•"'"'I lip or down at will by a special system of weights
""I luillcys.
f'm the press bulletin of the Warner
Brothers:
"Kivcr's Kiid' is a tale of the Canadian Northwest by
i'lics Oliver Curwood. For the Wiizard scenes, fifty tons
"' Wii'ium and an equal tihount of bleached eomflake*
**^'f |>ilcd into drifts. Six '=rplane motors and propellert
'•'"t'l up a B'mety-mfle wltid whicli blew the lypwm and
"mnakM ae-,.s the «eetM>.

AN AMERICAN SPECTATOR
by THOMAS

I

S U S P E C T I am one of the last fifteen people in
the world who go to plays, attend films, listen
to concerts and read books for purposes of entertainments I used to know others—or I think I did—
who were simply spectators, too. But in the last
five years it has been delicately impressed upon me
that I am grossly uninformed and probably abysmally
stupid, apparently, because I don't know (a) what
Ethel Barrymore said to the stage hand that time,
(b) in what sort of tea Janet Gaynor rinses her
hair, (c) why Prokofiev decided on a series of
diminishing sevenths instead of a cowbell in his
codetta, (d) what "plangent prose" or an "inverted
heptameter" is, and (e) who publi.shcs whose books.
Perhaps I am wrong. Perhaps I should make a
cult of it and learn these fascinating details. Certainly our enterprising American press lays them out
in lavish triple-dotted paragraphs for consumption
with the morning cofTee and evening brandy. But
so far I have been contented in my foolish little way
to sit for two hours and ht mildly or deeply entranced by an actress, a comedian, a musician, a
writer. Or, if I wasn't entranced, not to sit two
hours, but to do something else.
In the theatre, for instance, I sit dreamily satisfied so long as no one falls into the footlights during
the death scene, or no one lets me see he has lost
his lines, and there aren't more than three confessions of illegitimate pregnancy. If a black buck
from Harlem, has swift feet and a strong sense of
rhythm, I easily forget (if I ever knew) that he's
stealing Bill Robinson's stuff. And if a buxom belle
with a fine bosom engages in a refined sort of coon
shouting which I like, I don't give what Uncle
George used to call a hoot in hell if she started her
career with Jerry Maloney's Gaiety Babes and has
since married a man with a harelip who beats her
with a stockingful of sand.
Yet I am persistently reminded, via the conversation of my studious friends and the special departments in the daily papers, that I should know these
things and brood upon them.
A young female leans forward and gurgles,
"But didn't you notice that marvelous gesture of
the left hand when the Duchess said 'What, yoitl' "
Or Winchell rushes into print with various esoterica
to the effect that the latest big noise on Broadway
got his start by delivering iced caviar and knackwurst to Carl I^emmle's back door.
If I hear Koussevitsky I am supposed to have
marked, for purposes of conversation, how he
brought out the violas in the second movement,
when actually I was watching the kettle-drummer
through all four. If I read "The Fountain"—and I
was a fool ever to admit it—I must interrupt the
pleasant assimilation of a superior dinner and cast
back three weeks to determine just how Mr. Morgan
is "derivative" and why the book is "essentially
masculine."
In one of the arts I am occasionally articulate,
although I prefer not to be, and that is in painting.
Perhaps that is why I ain seldom liored and frequently enraged by the ladies and gentlemen of the
public prints who are professionally articulate, and
widely quoted, on the subject. In no other art, possibly excepting music, do the commentators so tirelessly d^a^y upon the clichds with the effortless
practise of a printer at his t3rpe case. A canvas is
"well painted." An etching shows* "meticulous
draughtsmanship." A sculpture is "exquisitely
modelled." The conversational version is even more
prostrating.
I had occasion to check up on one of these
"well-painted" canvases. A critic on an Antipodean
journal had hailed a Bougucreau Madonna in those
terms and I went to see it. It hung in the museum
at Adelaide. All around it Hung the great, the
eminent, the noble, the polite irainters of the nineteenth century—technically HaWless, superb practictioners In manual skill Like them, the Madoniia
was as empty of lesthetic or religious^ impact as a
decanter is of whiskey in the sixth hour of a > a k e .
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Still, it was "well-painted." Possibly the phrase
should be taken to mean thoroughly painted, that is,
no spots of bare canvas showing through and no
brush hairs stuck in the surface. But as much could
be said for the commode in Aunt Elvira's room.
All this is not to say that nobody should talk
about painting or about poetry. There are ladies
and gentkmen who are at once vigorous, informed
and precise, and their dicta are worth listening to,
but they number less than a hundred in all the
Americas, and it is as much as your life is worth to
hear what they're saying. For they a» e usually encot Altered accidentally in littje salons, and they are
not allowed to utter more than a baker's dozen of
words without being spitrlos vcrsenkt in soft coos
of agreement or little yaps of argument.
Of the one hundred and twenty million people
in these beauteous United States, approximately
two thirds of the literate adults are convinced that
"the art of conversation is dying," and they have
vowed a holy vow that they are, individually, its
appointed saviors. Generally their methods suggest
the ancient and honorable practise of blood-letting
for all diseases including anemia and hemorrhages.
The method chiefly consists in smiling brightly
and saying, "Did you see Vanity Fair this month ?"
Nobody has, and a deep silence falls. A bony
young man shakes the ash from his Condossis, clears
his throat and says, "Uh, T was reading an interesting article on D. H. I^wrence in the London Mercury the other. . . ." The chorus breaks in, "Oh,
yes. That was in the Reader's Digest, v/asn't it?"
It was. And another deep silence falls. This is
broken by a low murmur in the corner. Fred is telling Pete that he tried Whiz Bang Gin Drops in
some alcohol the other night and it's a lulu of a
drink. Everyone relaxes. The little salon soon
buzzes h,ippily in sprightly conversation, studded
with the recurrent text: "Was I tight I"
This, I maintain, is a normal and decent ievel
ff)r American conversation. The mixing of alcoholic
beverages is an American folK art, and in its lore
Americans display more original background, more
ingenuity, and less patier.f with the didactic
formula of qua.si-experts tha,. they will ever be able
to show in the other arts. In this, no one is merely
a spectator. If essence of juniper stained the fingers
as a photographer's mixtures do, we should all have
hands like Filipinos.
Unfortunately, hosts and their wives start an
evening with the firm resolve that we are not going
to get onto the subject of drink. They are primed
with Sunday feature articles, a few choice segments
of Time, and an extensive, if vsgue, acquaintance
with three of the six best se'lers. They have memorized Royal Cortissoz, F. P. A., Walter Lippmann
and Heywood Broun. If they are more energetic
than most, they will have assimilated in easy doses
a speaking knowledge of the trick devices employed
in "King Kong," the real name of Lily Pons, and
the "points" of the first editions of Thornton
Wilder. The Scientific American is also a real help,
although it should be hidden in the coat closet before the guests arrive. The weekly and monthly
journals which may be left in prominent positions
are too well known to require listing.
Extended examination of this subject over a
period of painful years indicates that, if there is a
single crippling influence en this invalid art of conversation, a single stimulant to the ghastly appetite
for post-mortems, it is women. Men have a way of
dismissing a play or a book or a movie in one of
three or four biological, or barnyard, terms. With
women in the audience, however, the same judgment
mast be expressed in careful and lofty critical intonations.
Our lobbyists and legislators are haggling over
small potatoes when they sit in midnight sessions
to frame antiseptic beer WIls. What they should consider—and Americans should rise as one man to
support them—is legislation to forbid for alt time
the return of the Old Fashioned Salon.

Genetics is bound to do more to change lay
beliefs than the fiction of evolution ever could.
The Declaration of Independence says that "We
hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are
created equal,'" etc., and in a vague way we still
tend to subscribe to this fiction. Not only the man
iifi tW «><tt,<:-*t 1/ii1 -alM* t>f. Wat^<j>H am! <ti« lale t>r.
Dorsey, who had sufficient education, one would
think, to know better, have believed that you can
get identical results by breeding and rearing two
different babies in exactly the sime way. Yet scientists know by genetic hypotheses that it is practically impossible to make a paragon of virtue out
of a child which came from a long line of thieves,
prostitutes, murderers, and imbeciles. However,
we so far adhere sufficiently to this outmoded fiction
as to prevent our educational system from making
suflicient provision for the superior child. Sc slowly
are the new and more comprehensive fictions of
science utilized socially that many can still hold the
belief that environmental stimuli call forth hereditary responses (the child be marked by its mother's
fright, for instance) which we dub a superstition if
held by a man in the street, but call "Lamarckism"
if held by a biologist.
II.
An example of a pseudo-scientific fiction that
is essentially an idle myth may be found in "The
Universe Around Us," by Sir James Jeans. Sir
Jatnes evidently felt that humanity needed another
creation myth and he determined to elaborate it.
It is questionable whether his exertions were not
rather deleterious than otherwise because so many
of the people who, a few years ago, believed in the
plenary in.,piration of "Genesis" are now in the
state of mind to believe in the plenary inspiration
of Jeans.
Jeans assumes the existence of a primeval
chaos, "without form and void." But, without divine
assistance, a spinning motion somehow set up in
many parts of this chaos. Somehow this motion
later increased just sufficiently to form blobs of
gas which ejected equatorial projections. Somehow
a great inequality caused these whirls to condense
and to grow into stars. Somehow the central parts
of certain .stars became liquid; they began to rotate
so fast that fission took place. Occasionally one
star would pass so clo.se to another that disruptions
would occur and one body would carry away fragments of the other.
Once upon a time, continues Jeans, the sun
acted in such a manner on the planets of the solar
system, thus producing satellites. This involves the
further assumption that their orbits were then very
eccentric; that the gas filaments pulled out of the
planets by the sun were cigar-shaped; that those
pulled out of the sun by the passing star, originallj'
to make the planets, were also cigar-shaped; that
some of the planets were originally liquid, others
gaseous.
Finally Sir James says, "We may next turn
our attention to the physical changes which must
all the time be affecting the various planets. The
long filament of matter pulled out of the sun is
likely to have been the richest in its middle parts,
these parts having been pulled out wdien the second
star was nearest and its gravitational pull Strongest.
Diagramatically at least, we may think of this filament as shaped like a cigar—thick near the middle,
thin at the ends, .so th'it when condensations begin
to form, those near the middle are likely to be richer
than those at the ends. This probably explains why
the two most massive planets, Jupiter and Saturn,
occupy the middle portion of the sequence of
planets . . ." and so on.
Undoubtedly the genius of "Genesis" was both
a better mythologist and a better writer than Sir
James. He had also the excuse of writing for a
primitive people who needed elaborations of pure
fiction in their daily life. W e of today need most
of all the kind of rigid, logical fictions science
produces, and the kind of hypotheses science fashions therefrom. Sir James' fiction is and must
remain a fiction for one thing because, while, as he
says, it explains the mass of Jupiter and Saturn, it
does not explain that of Mercury, Venus, Earth and
Mars, because their masses are in discord with his
cigar hypothesis. The elaboration and popular publication of such pure, airy myths of distinguished
.scientists is an enterprise of very doubtful utility
and ethical value in this age.
III.
But how does a true scientist elaborate a fiction
by which laymen live at second hand? Turn again
to the astronomer,
Sirius was found by Bessell in 1844 to describe
an elliptic orbit. He therefore deliberately invented
a dark companion star for Sirius to account for his
finding, a pure fiction used to "explain" a fact which
would not come in under the shelter of the rule.
But eighteen years later this dark star was actually
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seek: by Alvin Clark, and was found to emit
i/36oth as much light as our sun. It was assumed
to be a dying star because it was just red-hot, no
more. However, in 1914, Adams at Mt. Wilson
discovered it to be white-hot, not red-hot. He therefore concluded that its relatively small total light
emission must be caused by its minute size, again
a pure fiction. Indeed the star would have to be only
about the size of our earth to fulfill the requirements, yet its mass must be imagined to be 4/5ths
that of the sun; hence its postulated density became a ton to the cubic inch, if you can ima^ne
that. So far fiction pretty well predominates.
Next Einstein arrived upon the scene. His
theory required that the frequency of such emitted
radiation as light depended upon both mass .and
size of the emitting body. He calculated that*lines
in the spectrum of such emitted light would be
shifted toward the red end by an amount exactly
proportional to the mass divided by the radius of
the emitting body. So AJams measured this spectral
value for the companion of Sirius and got indie 1tions of a density of 2,000 times that of metallic
platinum. Only a few other stars have such densttkt., 'tliey ate hM, cuiiously enough, to resemble
liquids composed entirely of "stripped" atoms, and
a "stripped" atom no longer wears its coat and vest
of electrons, btit meanders around, a simple nucleus
in its shirt sleeves.
In general it may be said the pure fiction of
Bcssel has almost become a scientific hypothesis.
It has been useful and nothing has so far taken
place to give it the lie direct. Since it is based upon
experimental evidence,, it has really become an
hypothesis though it started out as a pure fiction.
IV.
No wonder the layman today finds himself
perplexed and confused. He cannot even be sure
that a famous scientist is not romanticizing when he
reads something signed by that scientist. Fictions
in wide variety assail him on every hand. In which
of these is it prudent for him to invest faith ? Many
scientists are not only unscientific in their utterances in fields remote from their specialty, but
often within the confines of that specialty.
Announcements of all sorts of healing products
and devices thus appear couched in pseudo-scientific
nomenclature and actually bearing the endorsements of scientists. Recently plain, ordinary lime
water, with one part of tap water added, was
marketed in pseudo-scientific terms as a most
extraordinary "electrohized" product effective in a
variety of diseases. The announcements stated that
it was "not a chemical concoction but strictly a
product of electrolytic action. It would be chemically impossible to mix these elements together
as separate chemicals, as the operation would only
result in an explosion." There were testimonials,
not only from credulous believers in this new
magical medicine, but actually from scientific
workers in the health departments of certain states
who declared it "a saline water, the drinking of
which may serve several useful and medicinal
properties," or who recommended it as a remedy
for "sour stomach, diarrhea, dysentery, diabetes,
gravel, dyspepsia, etc." Yet is was ordinary lime
water in half strength and, while a gallon of the
product sold for two dollars, it could be produced
for one cent.
So much for ancient magic in the disguise of
modern science, becoming a popular fiction of every
day life for men to live bj', winning the emotional
approval of the credulous and the benediction of
certain .scientific workers as well.
Man is hag-ridden today with myths. He seems
irrevocably determined to base his life upon insubstantial fictions. It is necessary that he utilize
fictions, of course, because by the very nature of
his intellectual capacities absolute, ultimate truth
as a terminal experience is forever denied him. But
there are many kinds of fictions—beautiful myths,
harmless legends, insubstantial and superfluous fictions which, being unrecognized as such, are pernicious in their ultimate effects, rigid scientific
fictions which are recognized as such, and experimentally demonstrable scientific hypotheses. There
is no rightful place for injurious fictions in a
thoroughly modern society. They may be recognized
and weeded out only when detected by scientific
methods and evaluated by scientific means.

ON A SCKATCH^PAD
by BENJAMIN

DeCASSERES

Ancient Fords and Capones.—Some one finds
a Neanderthal or Piltdown skull and immediately
comes to the concliision (becau.se it fits in with the
Darwinian hypothesis) that it is a far-away subhuman ancestor. What will posterity—in the relatively short space of twenty thousand years—say
about us when they dig up the skull of Henry Ford,
Hoover or Al Capone? Will thev judge Shakespeare, Beethoven or Aldous Huxley by those
heads ?
*

*

*

Cash-Doivn Psyches.—In a book by Andre
Maurois a physician captures the exhaling souls
of men just after death in glass tubes. As a utilitarian American I naturally became interested in
the uses, financial and social, to which soul-ether
can be put. Can it be harnessed to run laundries and
steamboats? Why .should we let the soul go to
waste if it can be used for commercial purposes?
What are we Americans on earth for? It is something for us to think over before Stalin grabs the
idea for rebuilding Russia. I herewith donate my
soul-power, my psychons, at my death, to a common reservoir to run breweries of 8 per cent beer.

